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ABSTRACT: This paper provides an overview and discussion of a current experimental 

testing program into limited ductile reinforced concrete (RC) walls and building cores. 

The experimental testing program includes one monolithic cast in-situ rectangular RC 

wall, one monolithic cast in-situ RC box shaped building core and two jointed precast 

concrete box shaped building cores. The test specimens were designed to best match 

common industry practices in Australia. All the test specimens were constructed using 

limited ductile detailing practices widely adopted in Australia and have a shear-span ratio 

of 6.5. One of the precast concrete cores was constructed using low ductility (L grade) 

mesh reinforcement, while the remaining specimens were constructed using normal 

ductility (N grade) bar reinforcement. The paper is concluded by presenting theoretical 

computer analysis results of the test specimens and a subsequent discussion on the 

problematic issues around trying to predict the maximum displacement capacity of 

limited ductile RC walls or building cores. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In areas of lower seismicity, such as Australia, the majority of low, mid and high-rise multi storey 

buildings utilise RC walls for their primary lateral load resisting system. These walls are usually 

configured around lifts or emergency exit stairwells to form box shaped building cores. Typically 

these RC elements are detailed such that they only achieve ‘limited ductile’ behaviour, e.g. no 

confinement reinforcement is used in the end regions of the walls and lap slices are usually placed at 

the base of the walls in the plastic hinge zone. The walls are generally very slender elements, with 

shear-span ratios commonly greater than 4. The majority of experimental testing programs of RC 

walls – performed both locally and abroad – have typically consisted of rectangular walls with ductile 

reinforcement detailing. Very few experimental testing programs have been performed on slender 

limited ductile rectangular walls and to the author’s best knowledge, no experimental testing programs 

have been performed on slender limited ductile building cores. 

This paper provides an overview and discussion of the current experimental testing program being 

undertaken by the authors to examine the in-plane lateral displacement capacity of RC walls 

constructed in Australia. The test specimens have been designed to best represent current building 

practices in Australia. Seismic design of buildings in regions of lower seismicity ideally consists of 

initially designing the building for gravity, wind and robustness load cases and then performing a 

check for seismic compliance at a ‘collapse prevention’ limit state. A major aspect of this testing 

program is to assess and then develop a tool for predicting the in-plane lateral displacement capacity 

of limited ductile RC walls associated with a collapse prevention limit state (i.e. the displacement 

capacity just prior to axial load failure of the wall). 

The testing program includes both a monolithic cast in-situ rectangular wall and building core, plus 

two jointed precast building cores. Precast building cores have become a very popular form of 

construction in Australia with a large majority of low and mid-rise multi storey buildings constructed 

in recent years adopting this form of construction. 
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2 OVERVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL TESTING PROGRAM 

The experimental testing program consists of four test specimens. The first test specimen is a limited 

ductile rectangular RC wall and the remaining three specimens are limited ductile box shaped RC 

building cores. The three building core specimens consist of one monolithic cast in-situ RC section 

and two jointed precast RC sections. All four specimens have reinforcement detailing associated with 

limited ductile behaviour, e.g. no confinement reinforcement is used in the end regions of the 

specimens and the lap slices are located at the base of each specimen in the plastic hinge zone. A 

summary of the test specimen’s properties is presented in Table 1. Elevations and cross sectional 

views showing reinforcement content of each specimen is illustrated in Figure 1 and Figure 2 

respectively. 

All the test specimens have been designed and manufactured to be a one storey component of a taller 

four storey wall. The storey height and overall height of the theoretical four storey wall is 2600 mm 

and 10400 mm respectively. The theoretical wall has an aspect ratio of 8.67 and a shear-span ratio – 

based upon a triangular lateral load distribution – of 6.5. The specimens will be loaded with an in-

plane lateral displacement and associated applied moment to simulate the response (i.e. shear force 

and bending moment diagrams) of the bottom storey of the theoretical four storey wall. 

Table 1. Test specimen summary. 

Specimen 
Depth 

(mm) 

Test wall 

height 

(mm) 

Real wall 

height 

(mm) 

Shear-span 

ratio 

Vertical 

reinf. ratio 

Horizontal 

reinf. ratio 

S01 1200 2600 10400 6.5 0.018 * 0.005 

S02 1200 2600 10400 6.5 0.014 * 0.005 

S03 1200 2600 10400 6.5 0.015 † 0.005 

S04 1200 2600 10400 6.5 0.016 ‡ 0.004 

* Vertical reinforcement consists of D500N bars. 

† Vertical reinforcement consists of D500N bars and nominal D500L mesh. 

‡ Vertical reinforcement consists of D500L mesh. 

 

 

Figure 1 - Test specimen elevations. 
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Figure 2 - Test specimen cross sections. 

The first precast building core specimen (S03) was designed and detailed to exactly match the cast in-

situ specimen (S02) and as such, is being used to assess how the lateral in-plane displacement capacity 

of building cores varies when jointed precast construction is adopted. Both these specimens (S02 and 

S03) and the rectangular wall specimen (S01) are detailed using normal ductility N grade reinforcing 

bars (i.e. D500N to  AS/NZS 4671 (Standards Australia and Standards New Zealand 2001)). The 

second precast building core specimen (S04) was design and detailed such that geometry and loading 

configurations match the first precast building core specimen (S03) except the specimen is constructed 

using low ductility L grade reinforcing mesh (i.e. D500L to AS/NZS 4671). 

It is common for manufacturers to request precast concrete panels to be detailed using L grade 

reinforcing mesh as it offers considerable time and cost savings. The Australian concrete standard, AS 

3600 (Standards Australia 2009) allows for mesh to be used in RC walls and places no restrictions on 

its application generally, however an additional 0.8 material reduction factor must be applied in 

addition to the typical material reduction factor of 0.8, equalling 0.64 total. Further, the ultimate 

characteristic strain of L grade mesh is only 1.5 per cent, which is 70 per cent lower then N grade bars 

that have an ultimate characteristic strain of 5 per cent (Standards Australia and Standards New 

Zealand 2001). As such its use in RC walls which are required to resist seismic loading – where 
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ductility is essential and assumed in the design procedure – is questionable. 

The jointed precast building core specimens are constructed using four individual precast panels which 

are joined together using ‘stitch plates’. The stitch plates consist of cast in rectangular steel plates on 

each individual panel which then have short 150 mm lengths of structural steel equal angles (EA) 

welded to two adjacent panels after they’re erected. The stitch plate locations and details used for 

specimens S03 and S04 are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively. 

The panels are connected vertically – in this case to the top and bottom boundary element – using N 

grade reinforcing bar as dowels, which are placed in corrugated grout tubes and grouted in place using 

high strength concrete grout after erection. The concrete grout is typically 20 MPa stronger than the 

characteristic strength of the individual wall panels. The location and size of the dowels used in 

specimens S03 and S04 are shown in Figure 2. 

All four wall specimens are being constructed using grade N40 concrete, which has a minimum 

characteristic cylinder strength of 40 MPa at 28 days. 

 

Figure 3 - Stitch plate locations for the jointed precast specimens S03 and S04. 

 

Figure 4 - Stitch plate detail for the jointed precast specimens S03 and S04. 

3 LOADING PROTOCOL 

The specimens are being tested in the Multi Axis Substructure Testing (MAST) system in the Smart 

Structures Laboratory (SSL) at Swinburne University of Technology. The MAST system is a state-of-

the-art testing machine capable of applying 6 degree-of-freedom (DOF) loading to test specimens 

using mixed-mode or switched-mode loading protocols and is capable of undertaking 6 DOF hybrid 

simulations (Hashemi et al. 2015a; Hashemi et al. 2015b; Hashemi et al. 2015c). The MAST system at 
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Swinburne has a combined vertical actuator capacity of 4 MN with a stroke length of ±250 mm and a 

combined horizontal actuator capacity in each orthogonal direction of 1 MN with a stroke length of 

±250 mm. 

The specimens are being tested under uni-directional loading configurations resulting in a two-

dimensional test setup. In this scenario the MAST system’s third dimension actuators would just be 

being used to ‘stabilise’ the two-dimensional test setup. To maximise the capacity of the MAST 

system the specimens are being tested at a 45 degree angle to the systems default axes. This means the 

horizontal capacity of the MAST system for a two-dimensional test setup is increased by a factor of 

root 2, resulting in a horizontal capacity of 1.414 MN with a lateral movement of ±354 mm. A 

computer render of test specimen S02 in the MAST system with the rotated axes and DOFs 

highlighted over is presented in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5 - Computer render of test specimen S02 in the MAST system with DOFs highlighted over. 

To simulate the response of a tall slender four storey wall the one storey test wall is loaded with an in-

plane lateral displacement (Tx) and rotation (Ry). The displacement is applied in displacement-

controlled mode and the rotation is applied in force-controlled mode and is equal to the corresponding 

lateral force (Fx) due to the applied lateral displacement (Tx) multiplied by a constant (k). The constant 

(k) relates the ground floor shear force and the first floor bending moment and is dependent on (i) the 

number of stories in the building, (ii) the inter-storey height of the building and (iii) the profile of the 

lateral load. For a four storey building with an inter-storey height of 2600 mm and a triangular lateral 

load profile the constant (k) equals 5.2 (i.e. My = 5.2 * Fx). This is illustrated in Figure 6. 

The in-plane lateral displacement (Tx) is being applied in increasing cyclic increments. For each 

increment value the specimen is subjected to two positive and two negative cycles. For the first two 

increments the in-plane displacement is being applied at a slow displacement rate and being paused at 

force values relating to the theoretical cracking moment capacity and theoretical characteristic first 

yield point respectively. From this point the in-plane displacement will be increased to an increment 

5/4 times the previous displacement increment. This is illustrated in Figure 7 and Figure 8. 

An axial force (Fz) will be applied in the vertical translation axis (Tz) to simulate the gravity load taken 

by the wall. This will be applied in force-controlled mode and will be such that the axial load ratio of 

the wall is equal to 5 per cent (i.e. Fz = 0.05 * f’c * Ag). The remaining DOFs will be applied in 

displacement-controlled mode and will be equal to zero. A summary of the 6 DOFs for the test is 

presented in Table 2. 
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Table 2. MAST system loading overview. 

Degree of freedom Mode Loading procedure 

Tx – translation in the x axis Displacement Input force and displacement increaments 

Ty – translation in the y axis Displacement Zero movement 

Tz – translation in the z axis Force Initial force input parameter (constant) 

Rx – rotation about the x axis Displacement Zero rotation 

Ry – rotation about the y axis Force My = k * Fx 

Rz – rotation about the z axis Displacement Zero rotation 

k = input constant for simulating the response of a taller section of wall (refer Figure 6) and 

equals 5.2 for a four storey building with an inter-storey height of 2.6 metres. 

 

 

Figure 6 - Applied top moment for simulating the response of a taller theoretical four storey wall using a 
one storey wall test specimen (based on a triangular lateral load distribution). 

 

 

Figure 7 - Loading procedure for x axis translation – Fx vs. Tx. 
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Figure 8 - Loading procedure for x axis translation – Fx vs. time (top) and Tx vs. time (bottom). 

4 EXPECTED RESULTS 

Computer analyses of the test specimens were performed to determine their hypothesised 

performance. The analysis was undertaken using a validated moment-curvature fibre element analysis 

program written by the author (Menegon et al. 2015a). The analysis program converts the moment-

curvature response of the cross section to a force-displacement capacity curve using a linear yield 

curvature distribution and a given plastic hinge length where there is assumed to be constant curvature. 

The plastic hinge length was calculated using the formulae presented by Priestley, Calvi and 

Kowalsky (2007). Expected mean stress-strain material properties for reinforcement and concrete 

presented by Menegon et al. (2015b), instead of characteristic code values, were used in the analysis. 

The results of the analysis for each specimen are shown in Figure 9. 

  

Figure 9 - Predicted backbone capacity curves for the experimental testing. 
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The failure criteria for the analyses were based off material strain limits being exceeded in either the 

reinforcement or concrete. The strain limits used were the values proposed by Sullivan, Priestley and 

Calvi (2012) for a collapse prevention limit state (i.e. maximum unconfined concrete compressive 

strain limit of 0.006 and tensile reinforcement strain limit of 0.9 * the ultimate strain of the 

reinforcement). It is noted that the reinforcement strain limit in that text has been determined from 

ductile RC testing that generally has confinement reinforcement which restrains the vertical 

reinforcement from buckling. As such the maximum displacements shown in Figure 9 could be 

considerably smaller. 

The preliminary computer analysis has shown that the force-displacement (F-Δ) capacity curve of a 

wall changes from a more clearly defined bilinear F-Δ curve for box shaped building cores to a more 

‘rounded’ F-Δ curve for rectangular walls. This is due to the different failure modes for each type of 

wall cross section. For rectangular walls with distributed reinforcement, failure results from the 

maximum concrete compressive strains being exceeded in the extreme compressive fibre of the wall. 

Whereas box shaped building cores have a large compressive flange area allowing a very large 

compressive force to be generated while limiting the concrete compressive strains, this results in the 

neutral axis being closer to the sections extreme compressive fibre and causes the failure mechanism 

to switch to the maximum reinforcement tensile strains being developed in the extreme tensile 

reinforcing bars. 

The tensile flanges of the building core specimens, which are predominately in pure tension, generate 

large tensile strains due to the location of the neutral axis as discussed above. The development of 

large tensile strains could possibly result in significant tension stiffening effects which would be due 

to the considerable difference between the global strains in the concrete and the local strains in the 

vertical reinforcement (Menegon, Wilson and Lam 2015d). This in turn would result in a reduction in 

the calculated amount of ultimate curvature and maximum displacement the wall is able to develop. 

As such the maximum displacements shown in Figure 9 could again be somewhat smaller than these 

calculated values. 

Additionally, the analysis performed does not take into consideration out-of-plane buckling failure 

modes of RC walls like the ones discussed in Menegon et al. (2015c). Due to the very large tensile 

strains which will develop in the flanges of the building cores, and the flange element of the precast 

specimens (S03 and S04) being essentially unstrained from the adjacent wall panels between the top 

and bottom stitch plates, out-of-plane buckling of the flanges could be the critical failure mode of the 

precast building core specimens. Again, further reducing the maximum displacements calculated and 

presented in Figure 9. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has presented the details surrounding a current experimental testing program into limited 

ductile RC walls and building cores. The testing program includes one monolithic cast in-situ RC wall, 

one monolithic cast in-situ RC building core and two jointed precast RC building cores. One of the 

two precast building core specimens was detailed using low ductility reinforcing mesh, which has 

become a popular trend in Australia for precast RC panels. The specimens will be tested using the 

state-of-the-art MAST system at Swinburne University of Technology. 

The preliminary analysis has shown that the building core specimens detailed with low ductility mesh 

has a considerably reduced level of ultimate displacement. A discussion is presented on how the force-

displacement capacity curve of rectangular walls varies compared to building cores due to the 

increased compressive flange area in the latter, which significantly reduces the depth to the neutral 

axis of the section and results in the failure mechanism of the wall switching from the concrete 

compressive strain limits being exceeded to the reinforcement tensile strain limits being exceeded. The 

paper is concluded by discussing the problematic aspects of trying to predict the maximum 

displacement of limited ductile RC walls or buildings cores, which include issues surrounding the 

selection of appropriate material strains limits, tension stiffening effects in box shaped cores and out-

of-plane buckling failure mechanisms. 
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